


Let us take you to the heart of Paris.

Where a Maison stands in the center of it all.

Where love turns into passion, taste becomes gourmand, and art is simply a masterpiece.

Let us open the door as you open your eyes

To new perspectives on this city.

To unexpected encounters and hours with long time friends.

The life of the city flows through here, from the Seine to your suite.

The light of the city shines through every window, reflecting the Art de Vivre.

The rhythm of the city goes along with yours, whether it is tranquility or vitality.

The dreams of the city sleep with yours, waking you up to another dawn.

Let us take you to the heart of Paris.

To a Maison where generosity comes from the heart.





• Facing the Seine river, in the heart of a lively and authentic borough

• At the crossroads of historical, cultural and contemporary Paris, near the Louvre 

and Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral, Beaubourg and the Marais, île de la Cité

and Saint-Germain-des-Prés

• An Art Deco inspiration conveyed in the patterns and the furniture

• French craftsmanship and savoir-faire showcased through the meticulous work 

of gilders and marble craftsmen, stonemasons and metalworkers, amongst others

• Contemporary art as a vibrant energy, present in vintage treasures or pieces 

specially designed for Cheval Blanc Paris

• Only 72 keys, split between 26 rooms and 46 suites from 45m², all with a 

residential atmosphere

• 42 connecting rooms or suites, ideal for families, as well as the opportunity to 

privatise two full wings with seven rooms each

• Panoramic floor to ceiling windows with exceptional views of the Seine, from 

the Eiffel Tower to Notre-Dame de Paris Cathedral

• A bold color, pattern and material palette, custom made furniture and a rich art 

collection

• Winter gardens or balconies with panoramic views, spacious living room, 

independent dressing room, bathroom with a bathtub and a hammam shower, 

separate toilets



• The Dior Spa Cheval Blanc offering a collection of exclusive rituals specially 

developed by Dior for Cheval Blanc Paris and orchestrated in six exceptional 

suites amongst them, the Bonheur Suite featuring all new massage beds for a 

relaxing escape for two, the New Look Suite especially designed for the six 

hand “Couture Dream” massage and the Sauvage Suite with its alpha quartz 

covered massage bed as invitation to be at one with Nature

• A Hair Salon by Italian hair-artist Rossano Ferretti

• A stunning 30-meter swimming pool, a poetic invitation to relaxation

• A fitness area and private studio outfitted with the latest state of the art 

equipment



• Plénitude, gastronomic restaurant orchestrated by Chef Arnaud Donckele, 

awarded three MICHELIN stars, five toques and a 19,5/20 rating by Gault & 

Millau

• On the 7th floor, Le Tout Paris - Parisian contemporary brasserie - and 

Langosteria - Italian signature restaurant - as well as their terraces with 

panoramic views of Paris

• Le Carrousel, a delightful cocoon specially conceived for children

• For a meeting, a gastronomic experience or a sparkling cocktail, Cheval Blanc 

Paris welcomes your guests and stages your events with audacity and delicacy in 

one of our three spaces

• Our 7th floor Garden and 10th floor Terrace, exclusive and authentic spaces to 

host prestigious open-air events

• A myriad of personalized experiences imagined by a dedicated team of 

Ambassadors, true experience designers, to live to the rhythm of Paris 


